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•The three Makes: Traditional, Traditional Full Canvas & HandMade

•Traditional Italian construction for all Makes.

•Hand sewn construction & finishing exclusive for the HandMade Make.
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A traditional garment begins with a traditional tailoring construction. Craftsmanship is 

evident in all of our suits, jackets and trousers. The following pages briefly describe 

what this entails.

Traditional Italian construction

All our products are tailored completely in accordance with the Italian suit 

manufacturing tradition.  This means that the jacket is worn close to the body without 

being uncomfortable.  The pattern follows the natural contours of the body.

In order to achieve optimal comfort and fit, only natural, soft, supple and lightweight 

materials are used. The traditional Italian construction also features a variety of 

manufacturing passages done by hand. A summary of the hand passages to be found in 

all our Makes is given below.

• button attachment

• underside of collar points

• lining attachment

• flower loop.

The traditional Italian construction is used in all our suits and in every Make. The three 

Makes are explained on the following pages.
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This Make uses the traditional Italian construction and employs a number of canvas 

layers interwoven with horsehair to shape the chest piece. Canvas is a natural 

material that both gives shape and maintains its shape. In order to look good and fit 

well, a chest piece that moulds itself to the wearer’s chest is essential. Horsehair is 

used as it gets back into shape quickly.

Because only canvas is used for the chest piece, the entire front is reinforced to give 

the material stability. This involves a very thin ‘skinning’ layer being applied to the 

outer material. The advantage of this is that the front and the back will have a very 

clean look, i.e. they will be practically creaseless.
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Traditional FC (Full Traditional FC (Full Traditional FC (Full Traditional FC (Full 

Canvas)Canvas)Canvas)Canvas)

This is our full-canvas make based on the same traditional Italian construction as the 

Traditional and HandMade methods.

In the full-canvas make, the whole front piece consists of canvas interwoven with 

horsehair (in the ‘Traditional’ make, this material is used for the chest piece only).

This renders the supportive ‘skinning’ layer unnecessary.  Three layers 

(material/canvas/lining) can now be clearly felt on the underside of the jacket.

The main advantage of this is that the weight of the jacket is reduced and it has a 

softer and suppler feel, greatly increasing comfort.  It also brings out the quality of 

the material to the fullest.  As there is no ‘skinning’ layer, the front pieces will display 

more creasing…especially with light weight fabrics.
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Finally, there is the ‘HandMade’ Make. This Make uses the same traditional Italian 

construction. The front piece is made in exactly the same way as the Full Canvas 

Make.

The HandMade Make was developed for true connoisseurs with a passion for the 

product and an eye for refined details. This Make has the following details in addition 

to the standard hand-crafted features:

• buttonholes

• collar attachment

• lining attachment in the arm hole

• lining attachment in the shoulder seam

• rounded breast pocket

• the labels

• box-pleated waist band in the trousers



Traditional  details for all Traditional  details for all Traditional  details for all Traditional  details for all 

MakesMakesMakesMakes

On the following pages, all of the traditional details are explained. Firstly, those found in 

all of our products, then a number of details that are only featured in suits made 

according to the ‘HandMade’ Make.

The creation of all of these details demands a great deal of time, passion, dedication 

and craftsmanship, as you will clearly see and feel when you compare our suits to other 

products.



By attaching the canvas to the lapels with a degree of tension, we create the 

famous ‘rolling’ lapel. 

Basted lapels



In all our jackets, we use various layers of canvas interwoven with horsehair. This 

ensures that the front piece of the jacket moulds to fit the shape of the body after it 

has been worn a few times and retains that shape. The different canvas layers are 

separate and float between the material and the lining to provide optimum 

comfort. 

Canvas interlining



We lengthen the jacket’s collar so that we can turn back the ends. This hides the 

[contrasting] felt from view when the suit is worn. The collar points are secured with 

fine hand-stitching. 

Underside of collar



This is the loop on the back of the left lapel. The loop is hand-crafted and used to be 

a functional detail, designed to hold a flower in place. Nowadays, it is a nod to 

tradition 

Flower loop



While the jacket is being made, it is generally turned inside out in order to construct 

the layers between the outer material and the lining. Once this is complete, the 

jacket is turned right-side out.  The reversal of the jacket is usually performed 

through an opening in the sleeve lining. This stitch is clearly visible and often feels 

uncomfortable when the jacket is worn. We reverse the jacket through the armhole 

and then invisibly close up the lining of the armhole, which is only possible with hand 

stitching. This avoids the ‘cheap’ and often uncomfortable stitch in the sleeve lining.

Armhole lining



The dress shields can be found under the armholes of the jacket. They ensure good 

humidity regulation and prevent penetration of moisture.

Dress shields



The jets of the inside pockets extends into the facing, which requires extra work 

during the tailoring of the suit. As a result, the inside pockets are closer to the front 

and easier to reach. This is a feature you rarely find today.

Jets in facing



The function of AMF stitching is to keep the jacket’s canvas interlining in place with 

regard to the outer fabric. There is just one old-fashioned machine that can perform 

this stitch. Because this machine is extremely slow, using AMF takes a very long time. 

The stitch is named after the original producer of the machine: AMF Reece.

Due to the extremely low operating speed of the machine, you rarely see jackets with 

AMF on all the seams. At most, you will see it on the lapels. Complete AMF is very 

attractive as the seams remain flat.

AMF (machine stitching)



All buttons are attached by hand using a cross stitch and on a stem. Cross stitching by 

hand makes the button attachment extra strong, so that the buttons are less likely to 

come off. We use shank button stems to enable the button to pass through the 

buttonhole more easily and leave space between the button and buttonhole when 

the buttons are done up to prevent them from pressing against the front of the 

jacket.

Button attachment



We attach the facing and lining a good distance from the seam of the jacket so that 

the [contrasting] lining at these points is never visible when the jacket is worn.

Facing and lining in seam



Gives just that little extra space in the waistband after a meal, ensuring that the 

trousers always fit comfortably.

After – dinner split 



This is the small pocket inside the right trouser pocket which you can use to store, 

change, key cards and the like to keep them neatly in place.

Coin pocket



Named after the famous lighters of S.T. Dupont which fit exactly into this pocket 

situated immediately under the waistband in the right front piece. A traditional 

detail.

Dupont pocket



These are attached using a slip stitch so that no stitching is visible on the belt loops.

Belt loops



We use an AMF stitch to keep the fabric for the side trouser pockets in place instead 

of the normal, cheaper straight stitch.

AMF on side pockets



This serves to protect the suit during pressing and transit.

Tacking thread
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Attaching the collar entirely by hand optimizes the distribution of the felt, resulting in 

a perfectly-fitting collar.

Collar attachment



Made completely by hand, our button holes represent the pinnacle of our craft. 

Recognizable and loved by the true connoisseur.

Button holes



Breast pockets are normally one of the few parts of the jacket to be rectangular in 

shape. The shape of a rounded breast pocket is more natural and better balanced 

against the other forms of the jacket and the body. Creating a rounded breast pocket 

is more complex and time-consuming.

Rounded breast pocket



Before the existence of the AMF machine, linings were hand-stitched into place. In 

our ‘Handmade’ method, the AMF is entirely stitched by hand, as can be seen in the 

irregularity of the stitching.

AMF hand–made



Closing up the lining in the shoulder seam from the outside allows the lining to be 

stitched into the jacket with optimum fit and smoothness. This is only possible with 

hand stitching. Closing up these seams by machine is only possible if the jacket is 

turned inside-out, making it harder to achieve a lining that fits exactly.

Lining attachment in shoulder seam



The connoisseur will quickly note that all the labels have been stitched into the jacket 

by hand.

Labels



Attaching a button with a ‘lily stitch’ can only be done by hand. There is no machine 

which can attach buttons using this stitch. Making this a very identifiable handmade 

detail; naturally we also use shank buttons.

Buttons



The box pleated waistband gives it extra volume, creating a better join and an 

extremely comfortable fit.

Box pleated waistband
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